DIRECTIONS/PARKING
- From North Torrey Pines Road, turn west at Torrey Pines Scenic Drive.
- Entrance to (free) gravel parking lot will be on the right.
- Availability of parking is NOT guaranteed.
- Alternate parking available at the UCSD Pangea Parking Structure (for a fee).
- From the gravel lot, cross street and follow path along north side of complex to the east entrance gate. (Watch for directional signs to guide you.) Distance = ~1/3 mile
- Enter South East Building. Take elevator or stairs to lower level.
- Early arrival is recommended, as a large crowd is expected. A seat in the auditorium is NOT guaranteed.
- Overflow seating in the auditorium lobby, with viewing of talks on large screens, will be available.

FOOD/DRINK OPTIONS For those seeking lunch or beverages before/during the event, there is a Café in the lower level of the most southwest building on the Salk campus and a coffee cart near the North building.

PARKING: LOOK FOR SIGNS DIRECTING YOU TO KIBM/SALK EVENT PARKING. IF YOU HAVE A UCSD PERMIT, YOU CAN PARK IN THE UCSD-DESIGNATED AREA (EAST END) OF THE LOT.

KAVLI INSTITUTE FOR BRAIN AND MIND (KIBM) SYMPOSIUM
“Imaging the Brain: From Molecules to Circuits and Beyond”
Friday, December 8, 2017
1:00-5:30 p.m.

Salk Institute for Biological Studies
Conrad T. Prebys Auditorium
(lower level, South East Building)
10010 North Torrey Pines Road
La Jolla, CA 92037
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